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ABSTRACT

We contribute an interactive visual frontend to live coding
environments, which allows live coders and performers to
influence the behavior of their code more quickly and ef-
ficiently. Users can trigger actions and change parameters
via instruments, buttons, and sliders, instead of only inside
the code. For instance, toggling a loop or controlling a fad-
ing effect through mouse or touch interaction on a screen is
faster than editing code. While this kind of control has al-
ready been possible with hardware MIDI devices, we pro-
vide a more accessible, easy-to-use, and customizable al-
ternative that only requires a web browser. With examples,
we show how users perform live-coded music faster and
more easily with our design compared to using pure code.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several tools support programming education playfully [1–
4], including Sonic Pi [2,3], an environment for music live
coding [5] primarily aimed at schools. Instead of imple-
menting mathematical functions and other common exer-
cises, Sonic Pi allows exploring code with the more joyful
and motivating task of creating music. Live coding allows
to immediately see – or rather hear – the results of changes.
However, some musical features are tricky to implement
or perform through code, making live coding more lavish
than it could be and distracting from more interesting tasks.
For example, Sonic Pi’s low-level code interface hinders
children in creative composition [4], motivating us to aug-
ment it with higher-level controls. We therefore add an in-
teractive visual frontend, allowing to implement and con-
trol tricky musical features more easily. For instance, tog-
gling tracks currently requires finding corresponding lines
of code and commenting them out, which might take too
long and lead to mistakes such as confusing lines. A com-
plex example would be a fading effect: It is hard to quickly
perform such an effect or spontaneously change the fad-
ing curve. Interactive controls simplify performing above
tasks, allowing to focus on creativity and learning rather
than implementation. Sonic Pi can be controlled through
MIDI [6] hardware such as keyboards and controller pads.
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However, these lack accessibility, as many users or schools
cannot or do not want to purchase them or might have lim-
ited funding and storage – a class of 30 students, each with
a MIDI controller would not be sustainable [7]. In con-
trast, our approach requires no additional hardware, only
a computer running Sonic Pi and a web browser, making
our interface accessible for all who already have access to
Sonic Pi. Combining live coding and visual control could
lower the learning curve in programming and music edu-
cation or for just having fun by experimenting with new
music interfaces. As we target students and live perform-
ers, we keep our design simple and familiar by restricting
the complexity of features. Therefore, our Sonic Pi Con-
troller is simpler and more user-friendly than other music
interfaces, such as digital audio workstations. In summary,
we contribute a simple and user-friendly interactive visual
user interface to support users in live coding. We also pro-
vide our source code, a web app, and code examples 1 .

2. RELATED WORK

Sonic Pi [2, 3] is a live coding environment originally de-
signed for programming lessons at schools. Collaborative
instruments [8] can be played by multiple people at once
or enable musicians with different coding experiences to
collaborate and manipulate the others output [9]. Web-
based instruments [10,11] allow users to make music, live-
code in collaboration [12], or design new instruments [13].
There is research on using web-based instruments for ed-
ucation, such as EarSketch [14] for teaching coding and
producing music through a sound browser with recommen-
dations. Another example is a virtual 3D environment [15]
with realistic instrument feedback that helps learn scien-
tific and mathematical principles. The web-based gibber-
wocky [16] live-coding system is similar to our work, but
focuses more on features than learnability. Work in the
domain of augmented reality explored visually extending
hardware MIDI controllers [17], similar to our interface.

3. DESIGN

Our boilerplate code reacts to incoming messages by di-
rectly playing notes or samples for instruments, or updat-
ing Boolean and floating point variables for buttons and
sliders. Live coders can access these variables inside con-
ditionals or effect parameters – or in any other way they
like, for example to control custom functions. For imple-

1 github.com/visvar/sonic-pi-controller
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Figure 1. Our design allows live coders to perform certain actions through a visual interface to influence the behavior of
code without edits. Commands are transmitted over MIDI from a web app to Sonic Pi.

mentation and live demo, see our supplemental material 1 .
Users may want to spontaneously trigger samples or syn-
thesized melodies while their code still plays in the back-
ground, for example when improvising over a drum loop.
With code, they have to write down all notes and press play.
The temporal disconnect between writing and hearing gets
in the way of improvising, resembling composing rather
than playing. We implemented two example instruments,
a piano keyboard and a drum kit, which are played through
clicks or taps when using a touch screen. Users can also
play the drum with the computer keyboard. With buttons,
we allow toggling between different sounds and loops, for
example a bass loop or low pass filter. In code, this means
searching and commenting the loop’s lines, while our fron-
tend allows toggling by simply pressing a button. We stay
close to familiar hardware button matrices [18] and imi-
tate the illumination that shows whether a state is active
through opacity. The buttons’ color and label can be cus-
tomized according to their functionality. In code, each but-
ton’s state is synced to a Boolean variable, toggled between
true and false by clicking the button. Many effects al-
low fine-grained control through parameters, but changing
these quickly and precisely during a performance is hard
and limited by typing speed. With live coding, a performer
can achieve a fading effect by constantly changing a value
over time or implementing fading in code, which is hard 2 .
Our sliders allow to change any discrete or continuous val-
ues, such as volume or effect parameters interactively. For
instance, changing a track’s gain or a filter’s threshold re-
quires rapidly updating parameters for a smooth transition.
Sliders can be labelled and their ranges adjusted by choos-
ing minimum, maximum, and step values. Interacting with
sliders changes integer or float variables which can be ac-
cessed in any part of the code. The above tasks are only
examples, but artists might find further tasks that could

2 See in-thread.sonic-pi.net/t/fading-live-loop-in-out/2464

be supported by custom code or extensions. In our im-
plementation, we chose MIDI for communication over al-
ternatives 3 , as it is a commonly used, open, and flexible
standard. Users can replace or complement our approach
by other MIDI controllers at any time, or replace Sonic
Pi with other environments, avoiding a lock-in. Moreover,
MIDI allows for a web app that users can access without
requiring a setup or technical experience. We implemented
our frontend as a React app, requiring a browser that im-
plements the Web MIDI API.

4. DISCUSSION

Some limitations affect different features of our approach:
Latency and Sonic Pi’s scheduling cause lags between in-
teraction and effect, which is fine for buttons and sliders,
but requires users to adapt their timing when improvising.
This limitation applies to all hardware or software MIDI
inputs. Compared to hardware, our approach lacks hap-
tics: blindly turning knobs is not possible. Instead, our
design is free and more adaptable, making it viable for edu-
cation and novices, while experienced long-term users can
switch to or additionally use hardware any time, as there is
no lock-in. We show states of buttons and sliders, but no
feedback for what happens after commands, which could
be interesting future work, such as a piano roll of all played
notes that provides an overview of what is happening. A
more advanced feature would be a visual representation of
envelopes that users adjust by dragging. While creating
music through code is great for experimenting and learn-
ing, those features would help users see their performance.
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